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Well hey there! Thanks for opting into MUA Business Booster - 
Creating a Profitable List (Part 1) 
 
Here is the freebie download I promised you to help you get started 
building your profitable list. What you will find here is a list of Google 
search terms to help you get started. These are just some of the 
people who generally hire professional makeup artists. This is going 
to be a lot of homework, but it is a great place to start and you can 
certainly expand upon this list.  
 
So, here is what you will need to do. 
 

 
You will Google search each individual term within the geographical 
area that you conduct your makeup business. In many cases you will 
need to go to each individual website and find their email. This is 
called harvesting.  I know many people may frown upon this but it is 
essential to getting any new business off the ground. 
  
Photographers 
wedding photographer 
fashion photographer  
commercial 
photographer  
lifestyle photographer  
corporate photographer 
 

Production 
producer 
line producer 
prod. coordinator  
executive producer 
production assistant 
associate producer 
production directory 

Weddings 
wedding consultant 
wedding coordinator 
church event producer 
bridal consultant 
wedding planner 

 
 
When I am harvesting emails I like to put them in an 
Excel sheet. It is also smart for you to gather addresses 
and phone numbers so that you can follow up with 
additional marketing in the future.   
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Here is an example of how I like to set up my spreadsheet in Excel.   

 

 
Excel spreadsheet set up example 

 
Once you have harvested these emails you are going to want to set 
them up inside of an email-marketing platform such as Mailchimp or 
Infusionsoft. Most of these programs have great online tutorials to 
help you utilize them efficiently. 
 
So that’s it for part one.  Make sure you are careful to gather the 
proper information and double-check everything.  Nothing is worse 
than bounce back emails because you copy and pasted incorrectly.  
All that work for nothing… 
 
Stay tuned for MUA Business Booster - Creating a Profitable List 
(Part 2).  We will talk about ways to utilize your list properly to gather 
the most return. 
 
Happy Harvesting! – Mary RC  


